AFRICAN POPULATION AND HEALTH RESEARCH CENTRE
NAIROBI URBAN DEMOGRAPHIC SURVEILLANCE SYSTEM (NUDSS)
CHANGE OF RESIDENCE ENTRY FORM

1. BACKGROUND
1.1 START TIME

1.2 FIELD WORKER’S CODE

1.3 DATE OF INTERVIEW

1.4 NAME OF PERSON WHO HAS CHANGED RESIDENCE

1.5 DATE OF BIRTH FOR PERSON WHO HAS CHANGED RESIDENCE

1.6 ID OF ROOM WHERE PERSON CURRENTLY SLEEPS

1.7 USAGE OF THE ROOM WHERE PERSON WHO CHANGED RESIDENCE SLEEPS

1.8 CURRENT HOUSEHOLD ID

1.9 CURRENT HOUSEHOLD HEAD ROOM ID

1.10 PERSON’S LINE NUMBER IN CURRENT HOUSEHOLD

1.11 RELATIONSHIP TO CURRENT HOUSEHOLD HEAD

1.12 ID FOR PERSON WHO HAS CHANGED RESIDENCE

1.13 RESULT OF INTERVIEW

2. PREVIOUS RESIDENCE AND CIRCUMSTANCES OF CHANGE OF RESIDENCE
2.1 DURATION OF STAY IN LOCATION OF ORIGIN
   Months=M, Years=Y, Don’t Know=D

2.2 DATE WHEN PERSON CHANGED RESIDENCE

2.3. What was the most important reason why you (PERSON) moved to the current residence? ...............................................................(GET CODES FROM 4)

2.4. What was the most important reason why you (PERSON) moved from the previous residence? ...............................................................(GET CODES FROM 5)

2.5 Did you (person) move here (A) alone, (W) with whole previous household, (P) with part of the previous household, or (O) any other?

2.6 Did you (person) move here to (F) form a new household, (J) join a household or (R) relocated with whole household?

3. MATCHING PARTICULARS – ASK ONLY IF ID IN Q1.12 IS NOT KNOWN (Q), OTHERWISE SKIP TO Q4.1
3.1 NAME OF HEAD OF ORIGIN HOUSEHOLD

3.2 ETHNICITY OF HEAD OF ORIGIN HOUSEHOLD

3.3 NAME OF AREA OF ORIGIN

---

1 Usage of Room: SR=Sleeping Room; SB=Sleeping & Business Room; ST=Sleeping & traditional facility; SM=Sleeping room & modern health facility; SC=Sleeping room & church; SQ=Sleeping room & Mosque and SS=Sleeping room & school

2 Relationships: AUN=Aunt; BRO=Brother; BIL=Brother-in-law; CHD=Child; COU=Cousin; CWF=Co-wife; DIL=Daughter-in-law; GDP=Grand child; GST=Grand parent; HHH=Household head; HUS=Husband; NEP=Nephew; NIE=Niece; NPL=Not related; PAR=Parent; PPL=Parent-in-law; PIL=Parent-in-law; SIS=Sister; SLO=Sleeping room & church; SLF=Sleeping room & Mosque and SS=Sleeping room & school

3 Result of interview: 1=completed; 2=no competent respondent at home; 3=Entire household absent for extended period; 4=refused; 8=other (specify)
3.4 NAME OF OWNER OF ORIGIN STRUCTURE

3.5 NAME OF AGENT FOR OWNER OF STRUCTURE OF ORIGIN

3.6 NAME UP TO FOUR SPOTS NEAR ORIGIN STRUCTURE (e.g. shops, bars, kiosks, church, evening markets, etc)

3.7 FULL NAMES OF UP TO THREE INDIVIDUALS IN ORIGIN HOUSEHOLD OR IN CLOSEST HOUSEHOLD (IF THERE IS NO OTHER HOUSEHOLD MEMBER IN HOUSEHOLD OF ORIGIN)

4. RESPONDENT’S PARTICULARS

4.1. RESPONDENT’S NAME

4.2. RESPONDENT’S ID

4.3. RESPONDENT’S RELATIONSHIP TO PERSON WHO CHANGED RESIDENCE (get code from 3)  
If OTH specify………………………………………………………………………………………

4.4 END TIME

5. OFFICE/FIELD CHECK DETAILS

5.1 FS CODE & CHECK DATE

5.2 OFFICE CODE & CHECK DATE

5.3 RECORD ANY GENERAL COMMENTS ABOUT THE INTERVIEW OR PERSON CHANGING RESIDENCE

---

4 Reason for Moving to Current Residence: Family Related: 11=To join family/relatives; 12=Got married/Join spouse; 13= moved with family; 14= Live near family/relatives 16=other family related Security related: 21=Safer here; 22=good hideout; 26=other security related Housing features: 31=Better housing; 32=Better amenities (e.g. toilet/bath/water access/electricity); 33= Room/house is big; 34=the only available/vacant room; 35=less crowded/noisy; 36=other housing related Job related: 41=Got job here/close to place of work; 43=Better location for business; 46=other job related Cost related: 51=Rent is cheap; 56=other cost related Health related: 61=Good health services; 62=cleaner environment; 66=other health related; Distance related: 71=more accessible/closer to road; Other reasons: 91=just for a change; 92=Asked by landlord to move to location = Don’t Know; 96= Other.

5 Reason for leaving Previous Residence: Family Related: 11=family/friend left; 12=Got married; 13= Moved with family/relatives; 14=Divorced/widowed/ separated; 16=other family related Security related: 21=Insecurity (unsafe);26=other security related Housing features: 31=poor housing; 32=lack of amenities (e.g. toilet/bath/water access/electricity); 33=Room/house was small; 34=Structure/room damaged/renovated/demolished; 35=noisy/crowded; 36=other housing related Job related: 41=Lost job there, 42=Poor job prospects; 43=Poor location for business; 46=other job related Cost related: 51=Can not afford rent/rent too high; 56=other cost related Health related: 62=dirty environment; 66= other health related; Distance related: 71=inaccessible/far from road or main path; Conflict related: 81= argued with family/friend; 82= Civil conflict; 83=Evicted; 86=other conflict related Other reasons: 91=Just for a change; 98=Don’t know; 96= Other.

6 Ethnicity: KIK=Kikuyu; LUH=Luhya; LUO=Luo; KAM=Kamba; MER=Meru; EMB=Embu; KIS=Kisii; MIJ=Mijikenda; SWA=Swahili; SOM=Somali; TAI=Taita; TAV=Taveta; MAS=Masai; KAL=Kalenjin; OTH=Other (specify)______)